
FLORIDA RALLY
Points out fake news-Sue the fake news-Apologies made by fake news 
Merry Christmas-Tax Cuts-economy up
Election was a movement of the people MAGA
Hello to military

Putting America first:
2.2 million new jobs-Factories coming back
Hispanic unemployment lowest ever recorded
Build the wall
17 year low in unemployment
Consumer confidence at a high
3.3% Economic growth (hurricanes got in the way of %4)
86 times stock market made record highs $5 Trillion 
Getting rid of individual mandate on medical insurance/repeal.
Renegotiation:
TPP (no) and NAFTA and South Korea
Making great deals 
Trade deficits with Mexico and Canada ($17 Billion)
Trump made $300 billion deals
End intellectual theft and cheating
Hire American, buy American

PARIS CLIMATE ACCORD
Wants clean air, clean water, but doesnt want to pay $$
If you violate the agreement, you get sued by the other countries
Miners going back to work
We will be eventually free from other countries for our energy needs**

REBUILD MILITARY/IMMIGRATION
Its wrong for the congress to threat shut downs: Provide Clean appropriation bill that funds the military
We have the best missiles and military equipment
Jobs
Kate Steinle case: Need the military and police to protect us from illegals 
A new federal case to retry the Kate Steinle case
We need the Money to provide protection from 
End Sanctuary Cities block funds that protect violent illegals--end “Chain Migration”
Democrats dont want to force restrictions on immigration, they want open borders, soft on crime
Urging immigration officers to do their job and increase ICE and border patrols to keep criminals out
Be sure immigrants are financially self sufficient and not on welfare as soon as they come
No lottery system, replace with a Merit System 
Reinstate American values and priorities

Establishment politicians dont want this to change—They are soft on crime, they want open borders, 
they want high taxes, want socialist style legislation, and broken insurance
GLORIA ALLRED: “everytime you see her you know something is going wrong” LOL
We cannot have a Democrat that is completely controlled by NANCY PELOSI and CHUCK 
SCHUMER, his name is JONES, he is their COMPLETE PUPPET.



Call themselves “the Resistance” Resisting the will of the American people (Crowd: lock her up!)
Resisting progress and change for their benefit and not the American people
Black home ownership is up higher than ever
Rigged system, SICK SYSTEM IN THE INSIDE, sickness in the institutions
A lot of them are straightened out now, but more yet to go
 
Choice in education, choice in jobs 
Thanks to General Mattis and the Allies
ISIS being defeated- not allowing them here, MS 13
THOUSANDS of people (referring to criminals types) under surveillance
Left UN “No Borders Plan” because we want to keep USA safe-Not PC
We run our own immigration
Need to respect our gun rights, Judges that will rule like Gorsuch, etc
Veterans Accountability Act: Hold corrupt/mean/inept employees in the VA accountable. Couldnt fire 
anyone. Now, if they are no good, we say, you are fired, get out of here. :)

Respecting American Heroes, around the world we are being respected again
88 Pieces of legislation in 10 months more than any other president with Truman second in that number
“DONT GO OVER THE RED LINE” We were told,dont violate the RED LINE. You would have 
Russia going into Syria.They used gas when told not to. So 59 missiles, and 59 perfect hits. Respect for
USA.
Inherited Messes all over the world that are getting cleaned up:
Prevent Iran from having nuclear missiles declined to issue certify The Iran Nuclear Deal
Can you believe They sent a bushel load $1.8 Billion of CASH ON A PLANE? Probably for hostages
—We dont do that anymore
North Korea
Middle East
Afghanistan 
Getting ISIS out of Syria
In time I will have it “Spinning like a top”
Cant believe Arnold did so poorly in the Apprentice LOL

NATO: The other countries have been delinquent and havent paid. If they dont pay, USA is out of there.
In the last short period of time, the leader of NATO has taken in $33 billion extra now that the other 
countries are paying
America is being disrespected no longer. 
We are paying for 72-80% of NATO
We have 40,000 troups in Germany right now

At home WE ARE RESTORING THE RULE OF LAW
PROTECTING GUN LAWS< RELIGIOUS LIBERTY and REPEALING JOHNSON AMMENDMEN
Stop attacks on Judeo-Christian ethic
**AMERICA DOENST WORSHIP GOVERNMENT< WE WORSHIP GOD (Applause!)**
**Anons! Is this the deal breaker? HRC worships Lucifer, thus, no deal. 
Stand for the National Anthem. And we proudly pledge allegiance, our rights come from our Creator, 
no earthly force can take those rights away and they never will
<<<<This is why our administration will take the power back from global bureaucrats.>>>> 
We dont sing a global anthem, we will never surrender our rights to international tribunals. 
We protect the American Constitution that we cherish. My job is to president of the USA



There are powerful forces in Washington trying to stop These are evil people. They know who they are.
They got their power off of the corrupt this system. They like it this way. We are stopping them. They 
will lie and leak and smear, because they cannot accept that Trump won by a landslide.
Its called suppression. Fake Polls. 
WE NEED LOVE AND HONESTY 
I would love to bring both sides together, I dont know if that is possible, but I would like to.

 
Past politicians--
Would make bad foreign policy after another and bad deal after another, sacrificed our sovereignty. No 
accountability. Left us with nothing. 
We could have rebuilt our country 3 times over with the trillions they wasted, but they failed. 
32,000 in Michigan gathered for Trump, only 600 for Hillary
I wanted to do the right thing, I wanted to give back
I have always been good at doing the money thing and I saw what was going on in our country and it 
wasnt good. 
I took this job for the forgotten men and women of this country no more. They are forgotten no more.
Remember the word Deplorable? I was watching her with that speech. She said “Deplorables” and I 
thought that is not nice. That blew up and that is why she lost. We are all now proud Deplorables!
You will never be ignored again
Your dreams are my dreams, Your hopes are my hopes, and your future is what I am fighting for each 
and every day. 
We are on the verge of passing that wonderful tax cut. (explains the cuts)

The democrats in washington want to grow welfare and things you cant imagine. 
Lift our people from welfare to work, poverty to posterity
Making progress in the inner city.
Factories will come roaring back to life. “MADE IN THE USA“

CONCLUSION:
We all share one home, one glorious destiny, whether young or old, city country, black brown white, 
we all bleed the same red blood. We all salute the same great American flag. We are all made by the 
same almighty god. 
There is no goal beyond our reach. The courage of our convictions and the strength to see them 
theorugh.  As long as we are true to our values, loyal to our citizens and faithful to our god WE WILL 
NOT FAIL. Your land, your home and your voice matters most. Fight fight fight for the change you 
have wanted all your life. Never give in, never give up, never back down, and never stop dreaming. 

  

 


